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Abstract 
Carbon fiber composites are used in a wide range of structural applications due to their excellent 
specific strength and stiffuess. However, the anisotropic mechanical and electrical properties 
associated with the fibers within each composite layer present challenges, and opportunities, for 
Nondestructive Testing (NDT) methods used to characterize and assess the structure condition. 
This includes composite condition after manufacture (such as fiber orientation and density, 
porosity, delamination, and bond strength) and during usage (such as damage from impact, fiber 
breakage, thermal exposure or applied stress). Ultrasonic and thermographic methods can 
address some of these challenges, but eddy current methods provide an alternative method for 
composite structures that contain a conducting material, such as carbon fibers or a metallic liner. 
This presentation reviews recent advances in the development of eddy current sensors and arrays 
for carbon fiber composite NDT and Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) applications. The 
focus is on eddy current sensor constructs with linear drive windings, such as MWM®-Arrays, 
that induce currents primarily within the linear fibers of the composite. By combining this type 
of sensor construct with micromechanical models that relate composite constituent properties to 
measurable sensor responses, insight is obtained into the volumetric distribution of electrical 
properties within the composite and the associated manufacturing, damage, or strain conditions. 
With knowledge of the fiber layup, this MWM-Array technology is able to detect damage and 
strain/stress as a function of depth and fiber orientation. This work has been funded by NASA, 
NA V AIR and the Army for applications ranging from composite overwrapped pressure vessels 
(COPVs) to aircraft structures and rotorcraft blades. This presentation will specifically present 
background on the MWM-Array technology, results from the micromechanical modeling effort, 
and results from ongoing efforts for high resolution imaging and volumetric strain sensing. 
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